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Why I am here 
 I had a stressful job and couldn’t sleep at night and my anxiety was impacting my 

ability to concentrate and to be effective in my job.  

 I studied Tibetan Meditation techniques and Buddhist philosophy and they helped me 

relax, sleep better and be able to perform my job more effectively. 

 When I retired, I wanted to help others by sharing these techniques and philosophies 

but felt that the Tibetan approach was not optimized to an American audience.  

 Based my approach from Jon Kabat-Zinn who was able to utilize ancient mindfulness 

techniques and use them in a way that made it accessible to westerners.   I attended 

the teacher training practicum on Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction. 

 Fear and anxiety are natural and reasonable responses but THEY ARE NOT 

HELPFULL 

For all Meditations 
 Definition of Mindfulness  

o is the awareness that emerges through  

o paying attention on purpose,  

o in the present moment, and  

o nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience  

o moment by moment.”  ...Jon Kabat Zinn 

 Posture 

o Be comfortable - Don’t do anything that hurts!! 

o Feet flat on the floor - Upright and dignified posture 

o Eyes closed - Back straight 

o There is a mind body connection.   Notice whether your posture encourages a 

sense of confidence and overall well-being.  

 Notice any tension in your body.    

 Notice your attitude or disposition  

 Start out with the chime.   Listening carefully to the sound as it diminishes requires 

deep focus and concentration.  

 Do 10 long slow, deep breaths before you meditate.   It relaxes you and decreases 

your heart rate and your blood pressure. 

o As you breathe in imagine that you are breathing in healing energy. 

o As you breathe out imagine that you are releasing all of your tension 

 Remember that this “practice” your mind will wander but you can accept this with 

compassion.  

 Do the meditation with a real sense of curiosity and interest.  

 What works for you is the right meditation.    

 The more complex the meditation is the more that you will be forced to focus and 

concentrate.  There are techniques that increase the complexity. 

o Add a visualization that inspires you.   Grandparent, grandchild, spiritual 

leader, mentor. 
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o Expand concentration to include sounds, thoughts, your own mental state and 

attitude. 

o The more curious you and interested you are in what you are concentrating on 

the easier it will be to concentrate.  

o Be careful.  If the meditation is too complex it will frustrate you.   Find the 

right balance. 

 Try to keep a smile on your face! 

 When your minder wanders: 

o It’s just a thought 

o Bring your focus back to your breath with a kind, gentle and loving approach 

to yourself.  

o Accept that your mind wanders. 

o If you have a repeating dramatization – give a name to the dramatization – 

“woe as me story” – “life isn’t fair story”   

o Avoid labeling or judging because they trigger dramatizations and emotions.  

o Notice any tension in your body.    

 Notice your attitude or disposition 

o Goal is to be calm, relaxed, non-emotional, accepting and compassionate. 

o When the Goal is NOT achieved, then you congratulate yourself about being 

aware!    

 You have gained consciousness!  

 It has been a successful practice! 

o Keep repeating!!!   You are always doing the right thing.  

 When the meditation is over 

o Gratitude:  Think about people that you are grateful to and things that you 

are grateful for.  Express your gratitude in your own words. 

o Compassion: Think about friends of yours that are suffering and wish them 

well. 

o Attitude:  Smile and feel grateful for this opportunity to nurture yourself 

o Consciousness:  Become aware of any tension in the body.   Are you more 

relaxed?   Bring whatever focus, concentration and equanimity you have 

achieved into your present moment experiences as you go through the rest of 

the day.  

o Stretch  out  

Long Slow Breath  
 Now focus your concentration on present moment experience of breathing.    

o Can be any sensations you feel during breathing.  For example: 

 Notice the air coming through your nostrils on the in-breath 

 Notice the air going out through your mouth on the out-breath 

 Techniques that may help maintain your focus.  

o Say to yourself – “Breathing in” and “Breathing out” 

o Pause between the in-breath and the out-breath 

o Count the breaths up to 10 and then start over.  

 When to do this exercise 

o As a formal meditation practice on a daily basis. 
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o When you are not doing a formal meditation practice you can just do the long 

slow breaths at the following times:  

 Before or after stressful events 

 While waiting for red light or in a line. 

 Whenever you are bored. 

 Before you are doing something that requires focus and concentration 

such as reading and  

The Problem  

The dramatizations that drive our emotions 

How to make yourself miserable - Pema Chodron – This lousy world  

 See BeingMindful.com – Links tab to see this video  

 Analogy to wearing shoes:   As we change our temperament, our disposition, we will be 
cultivate the capability to: 

o Small:  Not let small things trigger inappropriate reactions.  
o Large:  When big problems come, we will be get angry, grieve and mourn but will 

have the resilience to recover in spite of the situation and to make the best out of 
our circumstances.  

 Our thought streams become our own self-image.    Our self-image can restrict us and 
inhibit us from growth or it can chase others away.  

o I am no good -   I am the greatest 
o Blame - I am the victim! The world would be perfect if it weren’t for “the other” 
o My life is over 

 

What is a good temperament / disposition?    

What decreases your propensity to be bothered? 

Confidence Reverence Humility  Gratitude 

Tranquility Kindness Compassion self Compassion for others 

Insight Psychological Awareness Forgiveness Openness 

Acceptance Balance  Wisdom Discipline 

Contentment Enthusiasm Interests  Learning and Growing 

 

Meditation and Mindfulness practices are really about cultivating: 

 Mental discipline of awareness, focus and concentration 

 Positive disposition 

 A spiritual perspective also can help create a more positive disposition.  

 

Three year old temper tantrum 

 Adults do not throw temper tantrums because we know: 

o It is not helpful. 

o We would look stupid 

o It is childish 

 The adult response to situations that we don’t like can be that: 

o Smile on the outside 

o Boil on the inside. 
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o Suppress the anger 

o Create a dramatization that plays in our head for days.  

o Get ulcers 

o Get depressed.  

The reactivity cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 The reactivity cycles is all about fighting reality not fixing it  

 The thought stream isn’t the problem, it is identifying with that thought stream. 

 Paradox – The more we fight reality the more we suffer from reality  

 Resilience is the ability to not be bothered and not to react which allows to face our 

problems with calmness and clarity. 

 This whole process is in your own head and you are the only one who can change 

it!!! 

How and why meditation helps   
 Physiological – Long slow breath 

o Slows the heart rate and blood pressure 

 Cultivates Awareness - and the objective observer 

o Ability to “wake up” from your thought stream 

o Objective observer – Questioning your reactivity 

o We can’t stop reactivity if we are not aware 

 Present moment awareness – We avoid  

o Anxiety – Future  

o Anger – Past  

 Don’t label or Judge – Stops us from triggering the whole reactivity cycle. 

 Loving Kindness - Compassionate   

o Forgiving of self and others (avoiding blame)  

SOCIALIZTION 
Fairy Tales, Family of Origin, 
Expectations, Complexes 

CREATES  OUR 
Disposition 

Propensity to be bothered 
Our resistance to reality. 

 
 

Pain  
Unwanted Circumstances 

Stressors 
Red Lights, flat tires, 
financial difficulties, losses - 
friends and family 

BLAME 
OURSELVES  
OTHERS 
 

DRAMATIZATION 
Exaggerations - I am no good..   
Others are evil - My life is ruined 
If only…     I should have … 

EMOTIONS 
Guilt, Shame 

Hatred, Anger,  
Fear, Anxiety 

PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPACT 
Blood pressure, Heart 

Rate, Adrenaline 

DIMINISHED  
REASONING 

 

THE SECOND ARROW 
Depression 

More Unwanted 
Circumstances 

Reactivity 
Self-defeating behavior  

LABEL 
JUDGE 
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 Letting go / Insightful acceptance  

o Accepting things you cannot change (not judging and labeling)  

 Defusing Energy - It’s just a thought – woe as me story – putting things in perspective  

 All techniques support each other – acceptance, compassion, awareness 

 Intellectual vs Experiential – Goal is to EXPERIENCE - calmness – equanimity   

Long Term Strategy 
 First observe how you react to stress and notice: 

o What triggers your emotions? 

o What are your conditioned habitual responses? 

o Are these responses helpful? 

o Examples of normal situations to evaluate 

 Small things:  How do you respond to the normal everyday problems 

like red lights, traffic jams, spilled milk etc.  

 Work on the problems that you think are small 

o If you are able to JUST ONCE change your emotions from angry to calm by 

becoming conscious of your anger, you will have the confidence to do that for 

bigger and bigger issues.  

o Snowball effect - A bunch of small problems can ruin your day.   

o Much more difficult to deal with big problems if you are already overcome by 

the small ones.  

 Problem we can solve – The second arrow 

o Our instincts hurt us psychologically, physiologically 

o Reactivity makes the problem worse 

o Dramatizations are pumping adrenaline into your system! 

 Start working only on the small problems and you will eventually be able to laugh at 

your own reactivity.   Over time you will become resilient to bigger and bigger 

problems.  

Body Scan 
 Start at the top of your head and go to the bottom of your feet 

 Focus on each part - Notice the sensations - Relax  

 When your mind winders.  

 Repeat from the top when done 

 When your mind wanders (same as Long slow breath)  

 When to do this exercise 

o Excellent before going to sleep 

o As a formal meditation practice on a daily basis.  

o Before or after stressful events 

o While waiting for red light or in a line. 

o Whenever you are bored. 

Mindfulness vs. Meditation  
 What they have in common  
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o “Mindfulness is the awareness that emerges through paying attention on 

purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of 

experience moment by moment.”  ...Jon Kabat Zinn 

o Present Moment - Total focus and concentration 

 One thing at a time 

o Aware that you are aware - Thinking, Eating, Drinking, Breathing… 

o Conscious of your emotional state 

o Not dramatizing - Not judging or labeling 

o Bring it into your daily life - Eating,  walking, listening to music 

o Noting is a powerful technique that can keep you present.  

 Continually noting what you are doing.  

 Example:   I am showering.   The water is hitting my body.  I feel the 

warmth of the water. 

 Difference between Meditation and Mindfulness 

o Meditation is a formal practice best done in private without interruption.   It 

is a chance to practice and cultivate the mental discipline to be conscious and 

aware of what you are doing so that you are no longer a slave to your thought 

patterns and can avoid the instinctive habitual responses that don’t serve you 

well 

o Mindfulness is the ability to go about your daily life with awareness and 

consciousness that keeps you fully engaged in whatever you are doing in the 

moment.  When the thought stream starts driving you into to regrets about the 

past and anxiety about the future, you have the ability to refocus back to the 

present moment.  

Letting Go - Insightful Acceptance - Resilience 
 Parables and stories 

o Parable – 93 problems 

 Life is full of problems both small and large.    

 The more we fight reality the more likely we are to do further damage.  

 When we think that we are the only one with problems we feel 

particularly enraged and this anger blocks us from constructive 

thinking.  

o Rudyard Kipling 

 If you can keep your head when all about you 

 Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; 

 What acceptance is not! 

o It is NOT giving up on life!     You can still strive to improve. but without 

being attached to the outcomes! 

 Know where you want to go and head in that direction  

 Aspirations not Expectations 

 Expectations not met you feel a failure 

 Aspirations – Heading in the right direction  

 Values – Goals 

 Develop values that you can lead your life by 
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 Do the right things and it might not lead to the goals you want 

but you will always feel good about the direction that you are 

going. 

 Setting goals can lead to unmet expectations 

o Best defined by what it is not - What it is NOT 

 Giving up on making things better - being a happy vegetable  

 Judging and Labeling - Dramatizing problems 

 Fighting, rejecting and complaining about a situation  

 Positive thinking 

 What Acceptance is 

o Stopping the reactivity cycle.  

o Letting go of the drama.    

o Being: Open, Optimistic, Confident, Putting things in perspective.    

o Being calm, clear headed and focused in spite of circumstances.  

o It is an Experience 

 If you feel tension and anxiety you haven’t accepted things at a gut 

level 

o Acceptance is a balancing act – Needs discernment 

 Ask yourself the question:  Am I putting my energy into improving 

things or complaining about things. 

o Christianity – Serenity Prayer 

o Stoicism – Understanding what you can change and what you can not 

 

You always have a choice! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Affirmations / Mantras 
 Examples 

o I am confident, I will succeed 

o Catholic Tradition – “Hail Mary…” 

o Christian – “Jesus Loves me” 

o Any short quote that inspires you. 

o Reverence, gratitude, confidence and humility 

Things go wrong 
 

You get bothered, 
blame someone, feel 
angry, dramatize, and 
drive your heart rate 
up.  
 

You focus your energy 
on constructive 

solutions 
 

Either way things went wrong. 
 

Awareness, mental discipline and a nonjudgmental attitude will 
determine which you do.  It’s a skill you can develop! 

 

OR  
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 When to do mantras 

o Easiest meditation to do when highly stressed 

o Could be done before any other technique 

 Mantra – Kirtan Kriya 

o Non Sectarian  

o This particular mantra was chosen because there is scientific evidence that it 

has been helpful in slowing down the impacts of Alzheimer. 

o Meditation Instructions:  http://www.alzheimersprevention.org/research/12-

minute-memory-exercise 

o You can order the CD from that site 

 When to do this exercise.  

o When you are extremely agitated and cannot focus.  

o It can be very helpful to do this before you do any of the other meditations.  

Insightful Compassion  
 Problem with compassion - DON’T BE A DOORMAT 

o Find a balance between compassion for self and others 

o Confrontation can bring people closer together if done diplomatically!  

Communicating concerns is the only way people will understand each other.  

 You benefit from your own compassion  

o Forgiveness frees you more than the person who is being forgiven 

o The quality of your life is improved by lifting up and inspiring others!  

 Compassion takes consciousness 

o Parable – Programmer and his little daughter 

o Awareness combined with Compassion - Really being there with others .  

Techniques for improving relationships  

o These techniques are based on the fact that everyone needs to be respected and 

valued.    

o Our instinctual reactions to confrontational situations is to defend our sense of self 

and attack others.    

 Katie Owens – Active Listening 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WER63AY8zB8 

o Full attention.     

o Eye Contact.   

o Accepting Body posture 

o Let them know you heard – Repeat what is saidThe quality of our lives 

depends upon the quality of our relationships 

 Compliment others when you really mean it  

o Making others feel special impacts the whole group – family – business.   

Everyone around you wants to feel special and the really special people are 

the ones that make others feel special. 

 It’s too easy to take a helpful suggestion as an insult.     

o Be careful when you give advice that you don’t offend others 

o Be careful when you get advice that you don’t take it personally 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WER63AY8zB8
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 Realistic expectations of yourself and others.   We are only human. We often 

expect too much of ourselves and of others.  

 Forgiveness for others - Awareness of our own human frailty helps us forgive others 

- Forgiving others can help you decrease the anger and hatred  

 Need to be right and win every argument.  

o The parable of the wise man, the cattleman and the farmer 

o Many of the issues that cause disagreement are far more complicated than we 

are willing to admit.   We see things in black and white when there is gray 

 “Seek first to understand then be understood”  (from Stephen Covey “7 habits”) 

o “Help me understand” rather than “How could you do something so…” 

 Be conscious of tone of voice and nonverbal communication – Rolling your eyes is 

not verbal but communicates a feeling of contempt towards others.  

 Defuse arguments by finding your own faults and saying “I am sorry!” 

o If there is anything you regret saying, the admit it.   This will usually start a 

de-escalation process. 

o A good relationship is a balance where both show concern for the other and 

both are willing to admit that they are wrong 

 Conflict Resolution – “Getting to Yes” 

o  The more you understand and work toward the needs of the other the more 

likely it is that: 

 They will show interest in your needs. 

 A good compromise will be found that serves you both well 

 Marriage counseling.    

o Sometimes there are repeating behavior patterns that are difficult to stop.  

Sometimes marriage counselors can provide useful techniques.  

o If one person is willing to go to counseling and the other is not, it might 

indicate a difference in a willingness to work out problems.  

 

“Admit something.  Everyone you see, you say to them "Love me."   Of course you do 

not do this out loud: Otherwise, Someone would call the cops. Still, though, think about 

this, this great pull in us to connect.  Why not become the one who lives with a full moon 

in each eye that is always saying, With that sweet moon Language What every other eye 

in this world Is dying to Hear?” .. HafizPsychology  

Compassion Meditation 

 Visualize someone or something that represents unconditional love to you. 

 See the personification of unconditional love smiling at you and wishing you well. 

 Imagine that a great light is being generated from your representation of 

unconditional love.  

 Imagine that the light turns into nectar and flows through your body, from the top of 

your head to the bottom of your toes.  

 Feel that the nectar is a healing energy, that it relaxes you and calms you.  

 Visualize someone that you love deeply and say to them:  
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o Find words that you want to say to them to wish them well or you may use 

this traditional affirmation: “May you be loved and comforted, May you find 

contentment and peace.” 

o See them smile back at you with gratitude and love.  

 Visualize yourself sitting in front of yourself:  

o Find words that inspire you and say them to your own image.  Wish yourself 

all of the things you want or you may use this traditional affirmation: “May I 

be loved and comforted, May I find contentment and peace.” 

 Wish happiness for an ever broadening circle of people, your closest friends, all of 

your colleagues at work, your family, the whole city, the whole world.  

 Imagine that the light moves into your heart and the personification of unconditional 

love resides within your heart.  

Summary - How we decrease stress! - KEY POINTS 
 Can never stop the thoughts.   The goal is “awareness and consciousness”.   

o Cultivating the mental discipline to become aware / conscious  

o Just waking up from the thought stream can deflate the energy.  

o Over time behaviors will change if we are conscious. 

o JUST BEING AWARE (WAKING UP!) DIFUSES MUCH OF THE 

ENERGY 

 Insightful Acceptance 

o Stopping the dramatizations – stops the adrenaline and anger 

o Fighting reality with anger or guilt often hurts us and does not fix things. 

o Acceptance – not bliss but calmness and clarity in spite of situations so that 

you can deal with the situation more effectively. 

 Compassion is a deep sense of connection and empathy for others.   It is an 

experience.   

 Reasonable Expectations - Awareness – not enlightenment 

o Small problems do not have to force self-destructive behavior! 

o Don’t be angry that you are angry and grieving 

o Compassion and Acceptance of your own reactivity 

 Have faith and confidence that over time you will gain perspective 

 Altering your temperament / disposition 

o The goal is an experiential sense of contentment so that you feel to the core 

that “it’s OK”.    

o Understanding is helpful but the real power of the meditation practice is that it 

can alter your disposition by enabling you to feel more: 

 Confident 

 Forgiving 

 Focused 

 Centered 

 Balanced  

 Calm  

 Altering yourself physiologically 
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o Whenever you notice that there is tension in your body it is extremely helpful 

to focus on present moment experiences and finding techniques such  

o Your heart rate is down, you muscles are relaxed and you just feel good about 

life.    

What Next 
Guided Meditations  

 Start a Daily practice using guided meditations 
o Headspace – Free for first 10 days – 10 minute meditations  
o BeingMindful.com - Click on link on left side “Guided Meditations” 
o Alzheimer’s association – Kirtan Kriya - $20 

 http://www.alzheimersprevention.org/research/12-minute-memory-

exercise 
Books  

 “10% Happier” – Dan Harris. - Funny and enjoyable read.   Deals with many of the 
misconceptions about meditation.  Many practical examples of how meditation can help 

 “The happiness trap” – Russ Harris - American cognitive therapists have taken the 
mindfulness techniques of the East and incorporated it into Western cognitive therapy 
approaches and created an approach called “Acceptance Commitment Therapy” - ACT.   

Groups 

 Insight Meditation Houston - https:// insighthouston.org - Free 
o Unitarian Universalist Church on Main Every Monday – 7 PM to 8:30 PM 
o Agenda - Stretches – 15 minutes - Meditation – 30 minutes - Talk – 20 minutes - 

Open Discussion – 25 minutes 
o Retreats - Local and residential – Dates and times on the website 
o Join the mailing list to get notified of future retreats 
o Led by Ginger Clarkson – student of Jack Kornfield 

 West University – Discussion group 
o Led by Stan Merrill  
o Meets at West University Senior Center – 6104 Auden - Call 713 662 5895 
o Second and Fourth Wednesdays – 2 PM to 3:30 PM 
o Agenda - Meditation – 30 minutes - Talk – 30 minutes - Open Discussion – 30 

minutes - Free  
 
Classes – Taught by Stanley Merrill  

 Website http://BeingMindful.Com 
o Sign up for newsletters about future events  
o Detailed Handouts for this class 

 
Find activities that keep you in the present moment:  

 Music, Reading, Singing, Dancing, Yoga, Tai chi, Praying 
 
Contact me – stan@StanleyMerrill.com   
 
Anyone who has so little knowledge of human nature as to expect to find happiness by any 
means other than changing his own disposition will spend a lifetime in useless endeavors.    … 
Samuel Johnson  

http://beingmindful.com/
mailto:stan@StanleyMerrill.com

